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PUBLIC TRANSPORT

INTRODUCTION
The development of public transport is presented as one of the first solutions to the
growing ecological pressure of large cities. The use of this mode of transport is
increasingly encouraged by the various legislations, and by 2020, a 15% growth in
the global public transport market is expected.
European and French public transport networks are already highly developed, but
while the networks are both extensive and dense, much remains to be done in terms
of improving the consumer experience and digital service innovations. The fight
against fraud, insecurity and incivility are among the rising problems for users: 85%
of them said they were troubled by these incivilities (in Île-de-France, in 2016).

3 KEY FIGURES OF THE SECTOR

45%
This is the increase in the
budget allocated to data
analysis according to 2019
CIO Agenda
(Gartner Research)

191

MILLION €

This is the loss of
revenue due to fraud in
France in 2016

25%
of CEOs of large
companies consider
artificial intelligence as a
key technology
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SECURITY AND FRAUD PREVENTION
CHALLENGE
In France, attacks on public transport increased by 7% and thefts by 17% between 2015
and 2016. The fraud rate in France is on average 8.9%, compared to 3.1% in other Western
capitals. This is therefore a major challenge for public transport companies, and particularly
for the metro (46% of transport offenses in France in 2016). Transport companies are looking
for innovative solutions that video recognition can provide.

OBJECTIVES
Identify a person using public transport fraudulently
Intervene in time in the event of an attempted assault or theft
Prevent terrorist acts at operating sites
Prevent the deliberate degradation of rolling stock and infrastructure

SOLUTIONS
Detection of abandoned luggage and
weapons
Send an intervention team at the
slightest sign of suspicion and prevent
a terrorist attack within your network.
Detection of unusual crowding or
movement
Analyze in real time a dangerous
gathering and intervene quickly.

Detection of intrusion into a prohibited
area or storage area
Be alerted when an unauthorized individual
enters a restricted area.
Identification of fraudulent persons
Detect a person jumping over or crawling
under a turnstile, or people passing through
in group, and thus determine sensitive areas
and times. You will then be able to deploy
controllers more effectively and implement
solutions to fight fare evasion more effectively.

ADVANTAGES
In France, fraud represents a significant loss of income (€191 million lost in 2016). 14% of journeys in the Île-de-France region are reported to be fraudulent.
Increase your income by apprehending fraudulent people
Strengthen security measures to prevent a terrorist act on your sites
Restore a safe environment among your users in your operating sites
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IMPROVE USER EXPERIENCE
CHALLENGE
Delays, train cancellations, and crowded wagons, cause inconvenience for public transport
users: at rush hour in the RER A in Paris, there are on average between 4 and 6 passengers
per square meter. And in 2018, the London Underground had a punctuality rate of only 91%
and the SNCF trains 87,9%.... It is in the interest of transport companies to desaturate their
networks and improve user experience (In 2019, the general budget allocated to improving
user experience is expected to increase by 36%, while that for data analysis is expected to
increase by 45%. - Études Gartner : 2019 CIO Agenda: Transportation Industry Insights)
To find solutions, they can use AI, and especially video recognition.

OBJECTIVES
Improve flow management in transit areas
Adapt traffic according to demand
Prevent delays due to setbacks

SOLUTIONS

Detection of persons or obstacles on the
tracks
Avoid delays and accidents to make your
network more fluid and secure.

Counting individuals
Accurately model the traffic to your
operations site by site and adapt your
resources accordingly.

Smoke detection
Be alerted in real time of a fire outbreak and
act quickly.

Detection of lying down or falling
persons
Respond more quickly to passenger
accidents and avoid injuries and
delays.

Counting of available seats on trains and
buses
Optimize and streamline your network by
matching your available vehicles with demand.
Inform your users about the available seats
on board.

ADVANTAGES
Optimize the network to adapt the traffic flow to the number of users
Reduce delays by anticipating unforeseen events that cause traffic to stop or slow
down
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INFRASTRUCTURE MAINTENANCE
CHALLENGE
In France, 59% of train delays are directly due to breakdowns attributable to the operator.
Equipment failure is the primary cause of metro delays. Thus, optimal maintenance has a
direct impact on fluidity and mobility.

OBJECTIVES
Switch from corrective/reactive maintenance to predictive
maintenance
Know the state of deterioration of networks and rolling stock in real
time

SOLUTIONS
Visual inspection of rolling stock
Anticipate
breakdowns
and/or
speed up troubleshooting operations
by continuously inspecting your
equipment.

Detection of anomalies on network
infrastructures
Develop a real-time mapping of the state
of your networks, be they catenaries,
pantographs, rails, switch systems, crossings,
etc.

ADVANTAGES
Increase the capacity of your networks by optimizing interventions before
deterioration causes failures.
Reduce costs:
Of unavailability (compensation in case of delay, cancellation etc)
Of intervention (better planning)
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DOWNLOAD OUR WHITE PAPER TO
DISCOVER THE 6 STEPS TO BUILD
A VIDEO RECOGNITION SYSTEM

ABOUT DEEPOMATIC
Deepomatic provides an end-to-end deep learning platform that enables companies to build
and operate image and video recognition applications at industrial scale. Data scientists and
business executives use Deepomatic Studio® to design custom video recognition systems
and Deepomatic Run® to operate image recognition applications in production.
We help enterprises increase the efficiency of operational processes (anomaly detection,
behavior monitoring, self checkout) and solve specific business challenges across targeted
industries (infrastructure, facility management, retail, catering, oil and gas)...
The applications developed by our clients are among the most advanced use cases in the
world. The Compass group operates corporate restaurants. By simply taking one picture of
each meal tray, Compass has developed a fluid cash register system that benefits 5000
people every day (this is a world first). The Abertis group develops tolls where vehicles are
charged without going through any gates and without using anything other than cameras.

TALK ABOUT YOUR PROJECT WITH OUR
SALES DIRECTOR, CÉCILE PAPIN

CONTACT US
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WHY US

END-TO-END
SOLUTION

OPEN THE
BLACK BOX

PRODUTION-READY
IN 3 MONTHS

EDGE
DEPLOYMENT

From design
to large-scale
production, our
products and
partners support
businesses every
step of the way,
whether it is
annotating data,
training AIs, or
installing and
maintaining AIspecific hardware.

All of the
applications
developed, in
particular datasets
and algorithms,
belong entirely to
the client.

Our easy-to-use
software allows
operationals
as well as data
scientists to
quickly create
best-in-class,
production-ready
AI applications.
Businesses can
expect a ROI in
less than 3 months
by deploying an
AI on an industrial
scale.

We help
entreprises deploy
and monitor AIready edge devices
at scale to comply
with hardware and
security hardware
constraints.

THEY TRUST US
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